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Introduction

The shorelines adjacent to many of the tidal inlets along our nation's
barrier islands are intensively developed. However, inlet locations are among
the least suitable areas for development bocauoe of the frequent shifts in
shoreline position which characterize these areas (FitzGerald and Hayes, 19801
Baker, 1979). Pressures to develop barrier islands can be expected to continue,
and a major planning task will be the establishment of guidelines for use of
the land contained within these migrating systems. The planning problem is
likely to be most acute at inlets on developed shorelines where populations
are dense and shoreline fluctuations are greatest. Planning is complicated by
a general lack of understanding of the manner in which inlet shorelines dovolop.

This study provides a conceptual model of beach change for use in developing
preliminary planning guidelines for land use on inlet shorelines, with apodal
emphasis on heavily developed areas. The amount of shoreline change at selected
inlets in the state of New Jersey has been examined to identify the differences
between inlet beaches and ocean beaches and to classify inlet shorelines on
the basis of differences in processes and rates and fonts of development.
Tentative guidelines for land use for each of those shoreline categories are
then presented. Suggestions are then made for methodologies for testing and
refining this model.

Previous work

Much of the literature dealing with inlets on developed coasts has dealt
with ways of improving the inlets for navigation, and the emphasis has been on
channel stability rather than on changes in the shoreline or land use require
ments (see Bruun, 1978; and Barwis, 1976 for reviews). There have been a number
of studies relating inlet processes to morphology and growth of uncontrolled
inlets, particularly for the Southeast Coast of the U.S. (reviewed in FitzGerald
et al., 1978) and for selected Hew England inlets (see Boothroyd, 1978). How
ever, there are few comparable studies of beach changes in the vicinity of the
New Jersey inlets. A few of the uncontrolled inlets (Figure 1) have been
studied (Charlesworth, 1968; Lynch-Blosse, 1973; Rittschof, 1973; and Pluaquellec,
1966) but planning information is not included. Lucko (1934) and Caccese and
Spies (1977) do not include considerations for land use planning beyond naviga
tion requirements in their studies of Bamegat Inlet.

The information generated from basic research conducted on undeveloped
inlets in other locations in the United States is being calibrated using site
specific information gathered on New Jersey inlets. The shoreline change in
formation is thus being evaluated for its significance to a more heavily
developed shoreline. The two models in Figure 2 (from FitzGerald et al., 1978)
show the mechanisms for inlet migration accompanied by erosion on the downdrift
side and accretion on the updrift 3ide. The inlet migration model (Figure 2A)
show3 how, through longshore transport, a low, long and narrow barrier island
or spit, is created on the updrift side. Erosion occurs on the downdrift side
due to the downdrift migration of the main channel. Because the updrift
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Figure 1. Identification of New Jersey Inlets.

accretion is rapid, the island is low and narrow here. The island is easily
breached through storm overwash. The new breach is located closer to the former
bay or tidal channel, making the new breach more efficient. The old channel
gradually shoals up and much of the sand from the tip of the former updrift
barrier island migrates downdrift and creates new land where there was formally
a channel.

The ebb-tidal delta breaching model (Figure 2B) is a less spectacular
case of migration of an inlet. Here, through increased flow during storms,
one of the smaller flood channels through the delta deepens or widens and creates
a more efficient channel than the main channel. The former main channel then
shoals and sand on the downdrift side of the new inlet migrates onshore forming
a wider beach and now land for management.

These two models demonstrate the mechanism for periodic erosion of the
downdrift inlet throat beach and for natural bypass of sand from updrift beaches
across inlet shoals onto downdrift beaches through landward bar migration.
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They also demonstrate why an inlet can maintain its general position through
time although with considerable local shift in position. In New Jersey and
other densely populated coastal states, these local shifts in position are a
matter of great concern due to the dense onshore development and navigational
requirements. These considerations have caused the demand for a more prodictable
inlet configuration which has, in turn, initiated inlet dredging programs and
the construction of inlet jetties. A third model can therefore be added for
inlets stabilized by jetties (Figure 3).

Figure 2. Inlet models (revised from FitzGerald
et al., 1978).

JETTIEO INLET
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Figure 3. The jettied in
let model.

The magnitude of shoreline change and inlet mobility

Historic changes in the shorelines of selected Now Jersey inlets wore
examined to identify the magnitude of long-term and short-term changes in the
shoreline which must be considered in suggesting appropriate land uses. These
data are presented for Bamegat, Great Egg, and Hereford Inlets (Table 1). The
locations of these three inlets are identified on Figure 1. The data in Table 1
contrast changes in the shoreline at six different positions at each of the three
inlets. The shore-parallel changes show the amount of shoreline fluctuation
which occurred near the inlet throat at the north and south ends of the adjacent
barrier islands. These changes are attributed to the delivery of sediment to
the updrift side of the inlet by longshore currents and the removal of sediments
on the downdrift side by tidal currents. The updrift sides of the inlets are
north in all cases. Shoreline changes in a direction normal to the shore are
presented for two locations each to the north and south of the inlets. The data
taken south of the inlets (column 5 of Table 1) were measured at the widest
portion of the barrier islands, where the seaward bulge in the shoreline is most
prominent. The data taken from the north side of the inlet (column 4) were
measured on an ooean facing beach at a comparable distance from the inlet channel.
Data for the ocean beaches were gathered at one location to the north and one to
the south of each inlet. The sites varied from 1 to 4 km from the inlet throat.
The sites selected were believed to be the locations closest to the inlet which
are not affected by inlet dynamics.
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Table 1. Shoreline change at inlet beaches and on ocean beaches away from
inlets (in feet),

Shore--Parallel Normal Ito Shore

(longshore) Onshore/offshore

In inlet throat Hear Inlet (Ocean Ocean Beaches

(ft/yr) Facing) (ft/yr) (ft/yr)

Date N of S of Updrift Inlet Ad'- North of South of

inlet inlet Inlet

shoreline

(N of in

jacent
(S of in

let)

inlet inlet

+52.6 -47.2

let)

+7.7 -8.81836-1874 -16.4 -24.1

1874-1899 +23.3 -11.7 -4.4 +4.2 -3.3 -5.0

1899-1920 +25.8 -31.7 -4.6 +13.1 0.0 +6.0

1920-1936 +44.3 0.0 -8.3 +5.2 -3.1 +7.8

1936-1953* +17.2 -12.3 +S.4 -14.0 0.0 -2.4

1952-1977 +20.8 +5.3 -19.2 +24.0 -0.5 +2.6

GREAT EGG

1840-1886 +157.4 +21.7 +4.1 -2.0 -4.3 -2.6

1886-1891 -104.0 +312.0 +34.6 +49.3 0.0 0.0

1891-1899 -90.0 -20.0 +1.7 +40.0 0.0 +7.5

1899-1904 -184.0 -28.0 +8.0 +53.3 0.0 0.0

1904-1920 -105.0 -32.5 -15.4 +7.5 +22.5 +30.0

1920-1935 -9.3 0.0 0.0 10.0 0.0 +16.0

1935-1944 0.0 +88.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

1944-1955 0.0 -10.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

1952-1977 -4.3 +10.7 -10.6 -7.3 0.0 -4.8

HEREFORD

1842-1880 +74.2 +9.6 +40.7 -2.6 +95.7 +35.9

1880-1899 -134.0 -52.6 -41.5 +59.0 +4.8 -47.8

1899-1920 -39.0 -25.8 -4.3 +13.7 -6.5 +21.6

1920-1928 0.0 +193.2 0.0 +13.3 0.0 +45.5

1928-1936 +142.0 -28.4 +18.9 -17.0 -14.2 +28.4

1936-1955 0.0 -28.7 -25.5 +35.1 -4.8 +9.6

1952-1977 -21.9 -39.4 -20.3 +29.9 0.0 9.1

* Jetties constructed 1939-40.

Data for 1836-1953 from U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, N.Y. Dist., 1954,
and Phlla. Dist. 1976. Data for 1952-77 from 1:9,600 scale vertical

aerial photos from N.J. Office of Shore Protection.
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Barnegat Inlet underwent fairly persistent southerly migration, even after
jetties were constructed in 1939-40 (Table 1, columns 2 and 3). These changes
are portrayed graphically in Figure 4A. The high degree of local change
necessitated the construction of bulkheads and groins between the two jetties.
The great amount of short-term change here is attributed partly to channel
migration and partly to a maintenance dredging project that the Corps of En
gineers has implemented. Regardless of the cause of change the beaches in
the inlet throat should be targeted as an area of concern for planners.

The jetties may have contributed to the relatively great rate of change
on the ocean-facing beaches near the inlet from 1952-1977 (Table 1, ooltsons 4-5).
Changes on the ocean beaches removed from the effects of the inlet (columns
6-7) are less. Data for the other two inlets also indicates that inlet beaches
are subject to greater change than the ocean beaches away from the inlets.

At Great Egg Inlet (Figure 4B), the long-term migration trend on both sides
of the inlet has been updrift (north) and the shoreline configuration in 1841
indicates that the island may have been breached prior to that survey. These
data point to the identification of the updrift Inlet shoreline as a hazard area.
Since 1935, the southern tip of Longport has been relatively stable (Table 1)
because of the implementation of groins here. A very large, iapermaable terminal
groin now exists just updrift of the inlet. The inlet throat shoreline down-
drift of the inlet (Table 1, oolumn 3) has undergone more fluctuation in recent
years. Although Table 1 shows ne* accretion, there have been periods of erosion
as well. The accretion provides incentive to build in hazardous areas. The
erosion of the ocean beach to the south of the inlet (Table 1/ column 7) creates
a less hazardous situation because the erosion is persistent and not disguised by
accretion. The little amount of change at most of the sites near Great Egg Inlet
after 1920 appears to be the result of msn-induoed shoreline stabilization and
protection measures. The barrier islands to the north and south of the inlet
are both intensively developed.

Figure 4. Long-term migration change at Barnegat Inlet and Great Egg
Inlet. Sources U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, N.Y. Dist. (1954) and
Phila. Dist., (1976).
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Changes in the shoreline at Hereford Inlet (Table 1) have been of greater
magnitude than at the other two inlets in recent years. This inlet is smaller
than Great Egg Inlet and it is not stabilized, which together may account for
more frequent episodes of sand bypassing the inlet. The shoreline to the north
of the inlet throat shows greater fluctuation than the inlet throat beach to
the south. The latter has undergone fairly persistent erosion since 1928 in
dicating that sediment bypassing the inlet docs not always reach this location.
The accretion at the beaches farther south (Table 1, columns 5 and 7) indicates
that sand bypassing the inlet throat beach is being deposited at those locations.
There is evidence, however, that during at least one period (1920-28) there was
much accretion in the throat. The beach in Figure 5 also may be viewed as evidence
that the mechanism for sand replenishment by on-shore migration of the ebb tidal
shoal as described by FitzGerald et al. (1978) may be operative.

Hereford
Inlet

Figure 5. Changes in land use and shoreline position at the southern
end of Hereford Inlet, 1952-1978. Source: vertical aerial photo
graphs 1:9,600 flown for NJ Office of Shore Protection.

Inlet mobility and land use change

Changes in shoreline position at New Jersey inlets have generally been con
siderably greater than on adjacent ocean beaches (Table 1). Despite this, on
shore development has been increasing at an alarming rate. Figure 5 shows how
this development has dramatically increased the erosion hazard potential in the
community of North Wildwood at Hereford Inlet. Encroachment of buildings close
to the shoreline, coupled with high beach mobility, has resulted in the destruc
tion of shorefront property. Other structures are now endangered. The higher
density of development now, relative to 1952, insures greater economic losses
in the event of a future disaster.

This scenario is characteristic of many of the other inlets in the state as
well. The conraunities of Ocean City, Atlantic City, and Avalon (Figure 1) all
are intensively developed on the downdrift side of their inlet locations. Pres
sure to develop these areas continues as it does on the updrift sides of these
inlets. The case has been made for the study of inlet shorelines as locations
of concern. The following sections present the implications of the high rates
of beach mobility for long-term planning.
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Categories of inlet and ocean shorelines

A preliminary classification of inlet shorelines (Figure 6) has been
developed to suggest how inlet processes differentially affect the shoreline
adjacent to an inlet. This classification is based on the models presented
in Figure 2 and the differences in shoreline change revealed in the data in
Table 1. The classification system provides the basis for the tentative
suggestions for land use presented in the following sections.

Figure 6. Classification of shoreline into categories based on exposure to
ocean waves and inlet processes.

The Exposed Ocean Shorelines (Figure 6) comprise the bulk of the Atlantic
Ocean coastline. The dominant processes here are ocean waves and wave-induced
currents. These shorelines are characterized by the highest storm and swell
wave energies of any shoreline category, and the beaches undergo the most rapid
short-term modification.

The Downdrift Inlet-Adjacent Shoreline i3 in a position to be noticeably
affected by inlet currents as well as by ocean waves and currents. These
processes interact in a complex manner. The form of the ebb tidal shoals has
a pronounced effect on altering the characteristics of incoming waves through
wave refraction. This process has been shown to cause local reversals of
sediment inputs into the Downdrift Inlet-Adjacent Shorelines from the exposed
ocean beaches downdrift (Hayes 1979, p. 10). This process of accretion, combined
with natural bypassing of sand from the updrift beaches across the inlet shoals,
contributes to the bulbous shoreline form which is characteristic of most of
the unjettied inlets in Hew Jersey.

The Inlet Throat Shorelines exist immediately downdrift of the inlet.
Here, tidal currents are dominant, although ocean wave effects are important,
especially during storms. These beaches undergo accelerated erosion when
the inlet channel migrates downdrift. Little sediment moves into the area
from the Downdrift Inlet-Adjacent Shoreline because of the pronounced break
in shoreline orientation which separates these two categories of beach. Under
most conditions, there is no mechanism for direct bypass of sand from the Up
drift Inlet Shoreline into the Inlet Throat Shoreline. The natural bypass of
sand is into the Downdrift Inlet-Adjacent Shoreline along the inlet shoals.
Further, there is no sand available for replenishment from the inland (western)
portions of the barrier islands because the land there is marsh formed under
lower wave energy conditions. It is resistant to erosion by the low wave energies
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in the bay, and the very small amounts of fine grained particles delivered from
this area are not suitable fill. In communities such as Avalon, Atlantic City
and North Wildwood, beach protection structures have been used to make up for
the sand deficit. The mechanism exists for periodic accretion to occur on the
Inlet Throat Shorelines (Figures 2 and 4B), but it must be remembered that the
inlet channel can again swing downdrift to create an erosional situation.

On the updrift Inlet Shorelines, tidal currents are only important immediate
ly adjacent to the inlet, and ocean waves and currents are dominant. These beaches
are within the ocean longshore drift system, and there are sizeable inputs of
sand from updrift sources. This generally results in extension of the island
downdrift. The rapid accretion creates a low,narrow barrier island which is
highly susceptible to flooding and breaching by storm waves and storm surge.

Criteria for evaluation of land use

Shorelines having different exposure to waves and currents have different
rates of long-term erosion. Short-term fluctuations (erosion-deposition cycles)
are also different. These differences must be considered in assessing permissible
uses. However, not all uses appropriate in back-barrier locations will be
appropriate to the more mobile beach and dune zones. The characteristics of
each of these zones within each beach category must first be identified.
Permissible uses may then be developed for each of these zones which are based
upon the category of shoreline. Figure 7 shows in conceptual form, differences
in dimensions of the dune, beach, and inland zones for the different categories
of shoreline adjacent to inlets.

\ imui kih •wmiM

Figure 7. Relative differences in the dimensions of the beach dune, and upland
zones as a result of exposure to inlet processes.

Land uses at unjettied inlets

Some preliminary suggestions for uses for these zones are presented in
Table 2. Host day use recreational activities and wildlife habitat uses will
be appropriate on all beaches in all four categories of shoreline. However beach-
related activities on the Inlet Throat beaches are severely restricted by the
narrow beach widths. Fixed public use structures such as amusement piers would
only be .appropriate on shorelines which are already intensively developed and
which are characterized by wide beaches with low mobility rates.

The dunes in all shoreline categories are too fragile and important as a
form of protection for intensive use. Designated dune walks and beach access
trails may be appropriate, as are all wildlife habitat preservation uses. Build
ings in the dune environment should be carefully controlled. The dune zone on
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Table 2. Preliminary identification of land uses appropriate to beach, dune,
and backbarrier zones for each shoreline category.

Exposed Ocean Shorelines

Beach

Day uses recreation
Wildlife habitat preservation

Dune

Protection

Beach access trails

wildlife habitat

Buildings (on pilings) if wide
enough

Backbarrier

All non-structural uses

Structural uses (these should not
interfere with dynamic processes)

Downdrift Inlet-Adjacent Shorelines

Beach

Day use recreation
Wildlife habitat

Dune

Recreation (dune walks)

Beach access trails

Wildlife habitat

Buildings (on pilings)
Backbarrier

Structural uses compatible with a
barrier island location (most

areas are new intensively developed)

Inlet Throat Shorelines

Beach

Day use recreation
Activities now restricted (narrow

beaches)

Duno

Largely non-existent
Protection required
No buildings

Backbarrier

Host aroao intensively developed
Further development should be

restricted

Seawalls and bulkheads if stabi
lization required

Updrift Inlet Shorelines
Beach

Day use recreation
Wildlife habitat preservation

Dune

wildlife habitat

Backbarrier

All non-structural uses

Downdrift Inlet-Adjacent Shorelines is generally more extensive than at the Ex
posed Ocean beaches. Accordingly, it is more useful for recreation and wildlife
habitat. The dune zone is severely restricted on the Inlet Throat Shorelines
because of inlet migration and onshore development. Under natural conditions,
the dune zone can be wide here, but this accretion can be temporary (Figure 5).
Fixed structures are not appropriate unless they are located well inland.

The dunes on updrift Inlet Shorelines are low and narrow, and they provide
little protection against overwash and island breaching. Partly because of the
rapid accretion, development has not kept pace with this deposition. Many of
these areas have been purchased as public park lands or wildlife preservation
areas. These uses seem more suitable than development—not only for preservation
reasons, but because these areas are low and narrow and subject to flooding and
breaching. The tendency for accretion to occur on the updrift side of the inlets
implies to many that these locations would be good places to build. This is not
always the case, however. Inspection of historical changes at Great Egg Inlet
(Figure 4B) reveals that there has been net loss of land to the north, or updrift
of the inlet.

Jottiod inlets

From a management standpoint, things are simplified considerably when jetties
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are constructed. Inlet Throat beaches are eliminated because they aro replaced
with riprap or concrete. The complex interaction of tidal currents and waves
is removed from the vicinity of the beach by the diversion of the tidal currents
farther offshore. The Updrift Inlet shoreline and the Downdrift Inlet Shoreline
behave like Exposed Ocean Shorelines farther removed from the inlet. Much of
the variety is eliminated as are many of the management options for the shore
line. Accretion takes place on the updrift side of jettied inlets and erosion
occurs on the downdrift side. If a sand bypass plant is implemented when jetties
are constructed this sand imbalance would not occur. The two shorelines would
migrate onshore at a rate corresponsing to adjacent exposed ocean beaches and
the appropriate land uses for these shorelines would be similar. Beach change
would be more predictable than at an uncontrolled inlet.

The great variety of shoreline processes and landforms at inlets results
in great aesthetic value, great potential for recreation, and considerable
variety in terms of habitat. The construction of jetties will reduce this variety.
Therefore, alternatives to jetty construction should be carefully considered
before such structures are implemented. Jetties con, in a sense, be considered
an irreversible committment of resources.

On-going research

Each of the New Jersey inlets is being categorized in terms of the land
available for development and the potential for changes in both the shoreline
and land use. The model of shoreline categories (Figure 6) is being refined
using map and photo information supplemented by ground surveys of the beaches and
dunes. A more comprehensive list of permissible uses of the beach, dune and
inland zones is being made, and criteria for assigning appropriate land uses are
being developed from coastal zone management guidelines and existing land use
regulations. A determination will be made of the kind of controls the state and
local governments con implement to affect land use in these dynamic inlet environ
ments. Complicating factors such as prior commitment of lands, characteristics of
surrounding land use, and public preferences will also be considered. Changes
in management policies and management strategies will then be suggested relating
to use of the beach and dune zones at tidal inlets.

Conclusions

Beaches in the vicinity of inlets are characterized by a different mix
of proossses from ooean beaches. Tidal currents play an especially important
role. Changes in the shoreline adjacent to inlets are more rapid than on
the exposed ocean shoreline. Shoreline orientations and the dimensions of
the beaches and dunes adjacent to inlets are different as a result of the
different wave and current processes, and there is a greater variety of
land form assemblages at inlets than on the ocean shoreline. The construction
of jetties to provide for adequate navigation channels at inlets can result
in considerable human modification of the environment, which can, in turn,
result in less variety and fewer land use options for the future.

It is recommended that the beach and the duno only be used for protection,
recreation and wildlife habitat. This recommendation applies to the use of these
environments on oceanside beaches as well as on inlet beaches. It is more im
portant not to encroach on the newly accreted beach and dune at inlets because
of the more rapid change which occurs there. Certain portions of the shoreline are
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more suitable for construction than others and low, narrow, and chronically eroding
areas such as the Inlet Throat and Updrift Inlet Shorelines should not be loca
tions of new development.

These management guidelines are based on case studies of shoreline changes
adjacent to three New Jersey inlets. Site specific plans are now being developed
for all inlets in the state. General guidelines for land use at tidal inlets
in other developed coastal areas will be another product of this research.
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TRANSPORT MECHANISMS OF SHELL FRAGMENTS

Rebecca E. Buxton

2
Benno M. Brenninkmeyer

INTRODUCTION

Two concepts are paramount in describing sediment transport) fall
velocity and fluid velocity. Pall velocity which is defined as the rate
at which a particle falls through a quiescent fluid dictates the amount
of time a particle will remain in suspension and therefore, the distance
over which a particle can be transported. The velocity necessary to
initiate movement of grains will determine if and when a particle will
be suspended and how much of the sediment will be transported. For a
complete solution to the problems associated with the movement of shell
debris, initial motion as well as settling velocities and a shape parameter
which will compare these values to those for spherical grains are important.

LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION SITE

The beach near Hatanzas Inlet, 24 km south of St. Augustine, Florida
consists of two types of material, fine sand with a mean settling diameter
of 0.125 mm (3.0 phi) and shell fragments with a mean sieve diameter of
1.67 mm (-0.74 phi). A mesotidal wave climate with spilling breakers of
0.2-0.5 m in height were common during the sampling period. Current
velocities were measured on the foreshore during high tide both in the
ridge and runnel with an electromagnetic current meter 16 cm above the
bed. On the ridge, the longshore currents were northward with a maximum
velocity of 36.4 cm/sec with an average of 19.5 cm/sec. The water velocity
in the onshore/offshore direction fluctuated rapidly from 22.3 cm/sec
onshore to 39.0 cm/Bee offshore. The longshore current velocity data
for the runnel shows a similar predominant northward direction with a
maximum of 31.8 cm/sec and an average of 4.0 cm/sec. The onshore/offshore
velocity reached up to 15 cm/sec but averaged 0 cm/sec.

The bedload sampler used to collect the sediment moving on the bed was
constructed of Lexan and consists of four traps each with an opening 3 cm
high, 10 cm wide and 10 cm in depth as shown in Figure 1. Stainless steel
250 mesh screens at the top of each trap allow water and clays to pass
through. Four of these traps are arranged 90 degrees to each other on a
base that is only 1.2 cm thick. Sediment is prevented from escaping after
sampling by spring loaded guillotine type doors which were allowed to
drop at the opening of the trap when the T handle at the top of the
sampler was released.

Geophysicist - Offshore Exploration. Amoco Production Company, New Orleans,
Louisiana.

2
Department of Geology S Geophysics - Boston College, Chestnut Hill, Ma.
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Bedload samples were collected in the runnel and on the ridge
during two successive high tides. The sampler was opened for the duration
of ten bores. The amount of sand and shell fragments moving in the ridge
and runnel can be seen in Table I as well as the sample's mean grain size.

EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

The specific problem was to find a standard sedimentation diameter
and an initial motion velocity for specific sizes and shapes of shell
debris and to compare the shell debris to quartz spheres on the well
known Shields and Nikarudze curves. In order to do this the maximum
(DMAX), minimum (DMIN) and intermediate (DINT) diameter were measured
perpendicular to each other with a micrometer on each of 95 randomly
selected shell fragments (provided they were'greater than 4 mm). The
chord length of the maximum curvature (Chord) was measured from one side
of the fragment to the other. The height' of the grain (HEIGHT) was
determined by measuring the maximum distance that the grain protruded
above the bed when in its most stable position either concave down or
concave up. The maximum radius of curvature (RADIUS) was derived using
the equation (CHORD x HEIGHT /2 x HEIGHT). Table II shows the values
for the ninety-five grains.

DETERMINATION OF THE VELOCITY OF INITIAL MOTION

The shell fragments were placed in a 6 m long, 15.2 cm wide and
26.4 cm deep recirculating flume on a false bottom composed of poly-
urethane coated fine Matanzas sand. The shells were placed in a concave
upward position. After the water was started and gradually increased in
velocity,in all but three of the cases the first movement of the shells
flipped them to a convex upwards position. The velocity of initial
movement was then recorded for the convex upward position. A grain was
considered to have moved when it slid a distance of 4 cm at a given fluid
velocity.

Shells in which the 'a' axis was greater than the 'b' axis oriented
themselves with their long axis parallel to the flow prior to downstream
movement. Shells which had distinct curvature oriented so that the
curved part of the shell was nearly parallel (5-10 degrees) to flow when
in a convex position. Shell fragments which were roughly triangular in
shape became oriented with their apex at 135 or 225 degrees downstream
or upstream to the flow direction. Surface features on the pelecypod
shells appeared to have no bearing on orientation before movement.

The correlation between the flip velocity and the grain diameters
is low. The highest correlation is with the minimum diameter (DMIN, in
Table III), but all three diameters are statistically insignificant.
The highest correlation with the velocity of initial motion is the chord
length (CHORD), having a correlation coefficient of 0.41. The maximum
diameter also correlates well (R=0.41) with the initial motion velocity.
The minimum diameter (DMIN) or thickness of the shells has a slight
negative correlation and is virtually independent of the velocity of
movement. Since the thickness of the shells vary only slightly (standard
deviations.05), the minimum diameter alone would have little effect on
the fluid velocity necessary to move the grains.
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The low correlation coefficient between the grain's weight and the
water velocity to move the shells Indicates that the weight of the grains
alone is not a good criterion for determining initial movement on a bed.
However, when the weight of the grain is held constant within ranges of
0.05 g, the relationship between the maximum diameter and the initial mo
tion velocity becomes more obvious, when the maximum diameter Increases,
the water velocity necessary to move the grain also Increases. As the
weight of the grain increases so does the chord length, the three diameters,
and the grain height. When all other length terms are held constant, and
the weight Increases so does the initial motion velocity. Therefore, the
overall shapes of the grains as well as the weights must be considered in
order to determine the water velocity necessary to move the shell fragments.

DETERMINATION OF PATH FALL VELOCITY AND VERTICAL FALL VELOCITY

In order to determine the vertical fall velocity and the path fall
velocity of the shell fragments as they settle in a quiescent fluid, a
settling tube 30 cm in diameter and 182 cm tall was constructed of acrylic
plastic (Figure 2). The large diameter of the tube served to diminish
problems with wall effects Inherent in settling experiments. A calibrated
stroboscope was suspended above the settling tube. A scale with 2 cm
divisions was mounted on a 4 mm diameter rod and suspended next-to the wall
of the tube. In complete darkness, the grains used in the velocity experi
ments were Introduced one at a time. The grain was allowed to settle one
meter before a camera shutter was opened. This distance assured that the
shell fraement had reached its terminal settlins velocity. The camera
shutter was left open until the grain moved out of the 50 cm test section.
A record was kept on each grain noting its type of fall path, whether it
came close to,or hit the wall of the tube. The shells which did come close
to or hit the wall were dropped a second time. The vertical fall velocity
(WT) and the path fall velocity (WP) were determined directlv from the
photographs, bv knowing the flash rate and the distance the grains had
fallen in between flashes.

The mean vertical fall velocity (WT) for all ninety five shells was
19.66 cm/sec. The path fall velocity (WP) uas a little faster 20.96 cm/
sec. See Table II. Table III gives the correlation coefficient matrix for
the measured grain parameters and WT and WP.

The minimum diameter yellds the highest correlation (R=0.53) with the
path fall velocity. The shell's weight has the next highest correlation
coefficient followed by grain height. The path fall velocity and the
vertical fall velocity compare extremely well with each other, having a
correlation coefficient of 0.97. If the shell fell straight, there is no
difference between these two velocities. However, many of the shells
followed an oscillating path as they glided or tumbled downward. All three
mutually perpendicular axes correlate positively with the vertical fall
velocity. As the maximum diameter increases, the grain falls faster. This
seems to be contradiction. Generally as the maximum diameter increases,
the drag or resistance to fall also Increases and the grain should fall
more slowly provided that all other parameters are held constant. Not all
other parameters are held constant in this case. There is good correlation
(0.74) between maximum diameter and weight, so that as the diameter increases
the grain also becomes heavier. As the weight is held constant and the maximum
diameter increases, the grain falls more slowly.
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The vertical fall velocity also increases with an Increase in the
intermediate diameter. But it has a statistically insignificant correla
tion coefficient of 0.28. The minimum diameter correlates better with the
vertical fall velocity (0.S3). Weight correlates very well with both the
intermediate and minimum diameters and therefore affects the fall velocity
Co a greater extent Chan these diameters.

IC can be seen from Table III chat both the path fall velocity and, to
an even greater extent, Che vertical fall velocity are nearly Independent
of the velocities to initiate motion. This is true even if the weighc is
held constant.

ANALYSIS OF GRAIN SHAPE

Fall velocities and incipient motion are controlled by the shape of
Che grains. The dimensions of the grains which had been measured were
Insufficient to describe Che grain's reacclon Co Che fluid. IC became
apparent therefore, thac a shape parameter must be creaCed from some combina
tion of the measured shell parameters. All possible permutations of Che
measured grain size parameters: chord, height, dmax, dine and dmln were
creaCed in combinations of two Co five parameters each, so thaC a single
length term could be created for use in Che analysis of the Reynolds number
and the drag coefficient. The object was to find a shape parameter, including
a lengCh term, which would characterize Che shell's lnicial moclon velocity
and fall velocity.

The velocity of lnicial motion does noc correlace perfectly with any
of the created variables. Three variables, I,CC, HHHH characCerize Che
velociCy of initial motion with some degree of accuracy. (See Figure 3).
Variable CC-CHORD xDMAX/RADIUS x HEIGHT). HHHH equals HEIGHT x CHORD/DMIN.
I equals CHORD /RADIUS. All three of these variables yield positive correla
tions with the velocicy necessary Co lniciace mocion. I has a correlacion
coefficienc of 0.61 and a mean value of 0.52 cm. HHHH also has a correlacion
coefflcienC of 0.61 and an even larger mean size (3.3 cm).

The shape parameters which correlated well with the initial motion
velocities are virtually independent of Che fall velocicies which seems to
indicate ChaC parameters which are important in determining the initiation
of mocion are noc important in affecting fall velocity of Che same grain.
The Chree length terns which correlate best with che vertical fall velocity
and che pach fall velocity are shown in Figure 4. The chree shapes are SS,
TTTT, and HHHH, where S-DMIN /HEIGHT; TTTT-DMAX/CHORD: and MKKM-DMAX
x DMIN/0.07 cm. TTTT has correlacion coefficienc of 0.50 and a mean value
of 0.11 cm. KHMM has a correlacion of 0.49 with Che path fall velocicy and
a mean value of 0.16 cm/sec.

Shell fragments can also be described mathematically. AQ2 was creaCed
from Che mensuration formula for the leneth of a chord (2r 9 sin 1/2) and
Che area of the sector of an annulus (1/2 0 (Rl+r2)lrl-r2J). VQ2 is equal
to AQ2 Class the intermediate diameter of the shell so ChaC a volume of Che
sector of an annulus could be obtained. AQ2 yields a positive correlation
of 0.50 wich Che pach fall velocity while VQ2 gives a correlation of 0.47
with a path fall velocity. VSURF is a mensuration formula for Che volume
of a spherical segment (Hodeman, 1941). VSURF's correlacion wich Che oath
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fall velocicy is 0.48. ASURF represents che area of a curved surface of a
spherical segment. This formula does not describe che shells as well as
VSURF having a correlacion coefficienc of 0.40.

Many shape parameters have been creaCed by ocher authors (Allen, 1900;
Wentworth. 1922; Wadell. 1932; Aschenbrenner, 1956; Brlggs, McCulloch and
Moser, 1962; Glezen and Ludwig, 1963; among oChers). The wacer velocicy Co
initiate grain motion and the grain's pach fall velocicy do noc correlaCe
well wich any of chese shape parameters. The pach fall velocicy correlates
well (0.79) with the parameter 0SSEE1 developed by Oseen (in Graf, 1971) as
an exCenslon of McNown and Malalka's (1950) correction factor K. This
correction factor K has a velocity term in the Reynolds number and would
therefore be expected to correlate well with che fall velocicy. If a shear
velocicy is subsdCuced for che fall velocicy in the correction term, che
correlacion drops to 0.31. The cwo dynamic shape facCors of Briggs, McCulloch
and Moser (1962) also correlaCe well wich che pach fall velocicy, both
having an R-0.58. Yec boch of chese have a velocity term Included in the
calculation. Therefore a high posicive correlacion would also be expected
for Chese parameters.

ANALYSIS OF THE SHIELDS CRITERION

IC has been suggested by many auchors ChaC Che use of the shear vel
ocity instead of the initial mocion velocicy is a beccer indication of che
physical characteristics of grain motion. Figure 5 is a plot of Shield's
Beta using the height chac che grain rests above Che bed as che length
term, without the inclusion of a shape parameter, versus both the shear and
Che grain Reynolds numbers. Mean values of che shear Reynolds number,
represented by stars In Figure 5, are shown in Table III. The grain Reynolds
number (shown by dots on Figure 5) gives higher values for the Reynolds
number Chan does che shear Reynolds number. The Chree shape parameters
which correlate besc wich Che lnicial motion velocicy can also be used in
Che calculation of the Reynolds number and Shield's Beca as is shown in
Figure 5. The values for shape parameter I when plocced agalnsc the Shield's
curve for spheres (solid dark line) are enclosed in the lighc solid line.
Shape parameter I lowers che value for beca and raises che value of che
Reynolds number for many of the grains when compared to spheres. The same
is crue for shape parameter CC (enclosed in the dashed area in Figure 5)
and shape factor HHHH (enclosed in the sCippled area). Therefore, when
used in chis manner, chese shape faccors do noc aid in che analysis even
though chey appear to describe their initial mocion velocities.

The plots of the shape factors trend nearly perpendicular Co the Shield's
curve. This may be so because Che criteria for initial motion used in this
reporc is noc che same as Chac used by Shield. He used Che amount of
bedload as Che criCerla for movement and extrapolated back Co Che value aC

which cransport would be zero (Mlddleton and Southard. 1977). In this
report, shells "moved" when they translated 4 cm ac a particular water
velocity. Also, part of the scatter may be due to surface features and che
angularity of the shells.

ANALYSIS OF FALL VELOCITIES

The nominal diameter is usually used as the length term In calculating
the drag coefficient when determining the Nikarudze curve. When this is
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done, Figure 6, che shell fragments are placed ac che approximate position
for falling disks as given by SCringham (1965). If che lengch terms as
derived from Che various shape parameters are Included the points ploc
closer Co Che curve spheres. Shape parameter SS increases che scaCter in
the data and places the grains ac much lower drag coefficients and Reynolds
numbers than seem reasonable for shell fragment data or spheres. Shape
factor MMMM serves Co place Che daCa very close Co Che line for spheres and
is Chus an excellent shape parameter for use in Che analysis of falling
shell fragments. -

CONCLUSIONS

Initiation of Movement

If one uses Che height ChaC the shells rest above Che bed as Che size
of Che roughness element wich a mean value of 0.16 cm as Che grain size,
che sheila should move at a velocicy of 35 cm/sec according to the HJulstrom
(1939) curve and ac 26 cm/sec according Co Mavis' (193S) curve. Boch of
chese values are lower Chan Che mean value found in Che experimencal analysis
of shell movement on a fixed bed. On a fixed bed che mean velocicy of
lnicial motion for che MaCanzas CesC shells is 41.8 cm/sec. Boch HjulsCrom's
and Mavis' curves are for uniform material.

In a more realiscic situation, when che shells were placed on a movable
bed of MaCanzas beach sand. Che flrsc shells moved ac 14.7 cm/sec wich
numerous shells moving ac 21.8 cm/sec. The presence of Che shells caused
curbulence which also initiated sand movement ac a lower velocity than if
the sand is by Itself. Adding the shells reduced the sand initiation
velocity from 26-28 cm/sec to 7-8 cm/sec.

Equivalent Settling Diameter

In many cases, the geologist is concerned with determining the standard
seeding diameter, ChaC is Che diameter of a sphere which has Che same
seeding velocicy as Che grain aC 20°C. The shell grains which were studied
have a mean specific gravity of 2.599 gm/cm and were settled in a water
temperature of 24 C. When their settling velocicy is standardized Co 20 C
using Che chare given in Gibbs, Macchews and Link (1971), Che mean seeding
velocicy becomes 20.875 cm/sec. From interpolation of Che graph given in
Graf (p. 45, 1971) Che shells have the equivalent diameter of a spherical
grain equal to 0.2 mm. This equivalent diameter is much smaller than any
of the measured or computed grain diameters. It indicates that the drag
created by the shape of the shells causes them Co react as though they were
very small quartz grains. The settling diameter of the fine Matanzas sand
is 0.125 mm. The cwo cypes of material found on Matanzas Beach react quite
similarly when settling. Moreover, using Che diagram in Heezen and Hollister
(1964), a grain which has a diameter close Co Chac obtained in the movable
bed experiment.

Comparison of Field and Flume Data

The onshore/offshore and longshore currents on Matanzas Beach were
quite sufficient Co move boch fine sand and shell fragments. Observations
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on Che beach show chac che shells were being cransporced over che ridge and
being deposiCed ac Che seaward edge of the runnel. The fixed bed velocities
obcained in Che flume would indicace Chac the wave induced velocities were
insufficient Co move Che shell fragments. That experiment was necessary
for simplicity in mathematical analysis and does not reflect Che naCural
condicion on Che beach. The movable bed model shows that with the current
velocities measured on the beach, both sand and shells should move. From
observations on Che beach and the flume experiments, when the shells are in
a convex up position, chey are more difficulc Co move. The Curbulence
creaCed by che breakers causes the shells and sand to be moved by suspension
or ac least saltation. Since the shells are slow to settle, chey are
carried up che ridge by the bores and deposited on the ridge face. The
shells settle in a concave up position and are quickly flipped over Co a
concave down position by che backrush. The face chac Che sand moves ac a
lower wacer velocicy than the shells causes the shells to "dig in".

AC high tide, when the bore overwashes the ridge and enters Che runnel,
the sheila are deposited on the seaward edge of the runnel due to the decrease
in bore velocity as it enters standing water. The water velocities in Che
runnel are sufficient Co move Che fine sand buC are noc sufficient to move
ehe shell fragments. The runnel is therefore nearly devoid of shell fragments
but Is slowly filled in by deposition of shells at the seaward edge.

IC has been assumed by many chac shell hash is a lag deposit. It has
been shown in this study chac relatively low wacer velocities are needed Co
move shell fragments in an environment where fine sand is also present. The
low settling velocities and the shape of the shell fragments allows them to
be carried greac distances and thus, they can be found many miles from their
source. When the shell fragments enter quiet water, they are allowed Co
settle and can form the large deposits similar to che Anascasla and
Caloosahatchee formations in Florida. The shell hash can therefore no
longer be thought of as simply a lag deposic.
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4.1

SHAPE PARAMClCn

Figure 3. Graph of mean velocity of initial mocion wich the grain rescing
in a convex-upward-position versus the three shape parameters I, CC and
HHH, where I-CHORD /RADIUS, CC=CH0RD x DMAX/(RADIUS x HEIGHT) and
HHHH-HEICHT x CHORD/DMIN.
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Figure 4. Graph of Che path fall velocity (WP) versus three shape
parameters SS, MMMM, and TTTT. SS-DMIN /HEIGHT, MMMM-DMAX x DMIN/DINT,
TTTT-DMIN x DMAX/CHORD
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Figure5.Shieldscurve.StarsrepresenttheshearReynolds
numberversustheShieldsbetawithheightusedasChelength
term.TheclosedcirclesrepresentaplotofgrainReynolds
versuseheShieldsbecawithheightusedasthelengthterm.
ThesolidlinerepresentsCheextentofehepointsinaplot
ofShieldsbetaversusReynoldsnumberwithshapeparameter
Iusedasalengthterm.Thedashedlinerepresentstheextent
ofpointsinwhichshapeparameterCChasbeenusedasthe
lengthCerainboththeReynoldsnumberandCheShieldsbeca.
ThestipledlineIndicatestheextentofthepointsinwhich
shapeparameterHHHHwasusedasthelengthtermintheanalysis.
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graph of CD versus Re wich SS-DMTN /REIGTH used as che lengch
Cerm In Che analysis.
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Table I

lean, standard deviation and percent obeli hash In the
UUDp] es taken at Matanzas Beach, Florida

Sanp] a # Mean (phi) Standard deviation Z shell hash
IB -0.21 1.19 4.62
IC -1.85 0.80 4.64

ID -0.98 0.92 21.33
IE -0.47 0.84 27.32
IF -0.86 0.76 70.75

1G -0.59 0.94 15.42

1H 0.06 0.82 6.50

11 0.08 0.79 2.87

U -0.05 0.87 5.66
IK 0.02 0.90 4.78

IL 0.06 0.80 1.89

1M -0.96 1.19 1.75
IN -1.73 0.91 0.38
10 0.01 0.89 8.03
IP -0.19 0.83 29.07

1Q -0.15 0.75 24.03
1R -0.74 0.70 86.94
IS 0.32 0.60 2.59
IT 0.43 0.34 0.24
1U 0.20 0.81 0.25
2A 0.37 0.35 0.00

2B 0.50 0.48 0.10

2D -1.44 1.06 8.88

2E -1.07 1.08 16.65
2F -0.41 0.90 22.53

2C -0.48 0.85 21.31
2H -0.61 0.87 46.22

21 -0.80 0.81 36.64

2J -0.62 0.97 13.24

2X -0.33 0.88 11.55
21 -0.18 0.98 4.53
2H -0.22 0.87 5.53

2H -0.07 1.09 0.71

20 0.11 0.77 2.30

2F -0.66 0.90 6.49

2R -0.36 0.89 17.41

2S -0.23 0.75 22.27

2T 0.12 0.58 44.67

2U 0.38 0.54 11.51
2V 0.15 0.84 1.13

2W -0.15 0.82 2.75

2X 0.44 0.37 0.34

2Y 0.33 0.57 0.07
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Table II

Mean, aaxlaia, mlnlT^ and standard deviation of grain
ceasurceents, vater velocity required for Initial cotton
path and vertical fall velocity and Reynolds nuabcre

STANDARD MINIMUM MAXIMUM

VARIABLE N MEAN DEVIATION VALUE VALUE

CHORD 95 0.92 0.30 0.41 1.79

HEIGHT 95 0.16 0.06 0.06 0.39

DMAX 95 1.01 0.28 0.61 1.81

DINT 94 0.64 0.18 0.44 1.42

DMUJ 95 0.09 0.05 0.04 0.33

RADIUS 95 2.23 2.09 0.04 13.52

VEICBT 95 0.15 0.16 0.03 0.94

VELUP 95 30.08 4.48 15.79 45.44

VELDH 95 41.84 7.30 30.04 63.79

UT 93 19.66 5.48 10.01 43.92

WP 93 20.97 5.56 10.68 46.14

DENS 94 2.60 0.48 1.67 5.92

DENF 95 0.99 0.00 0.99 0.99

TEMP 95 13.52 1.58 9.00 16.00

DEPTH 94 6.78 0.16 6.40 7.30

Re* 95 102.04 BS.66 20.38 402.04

Re* 95 585.84 288.81 178.94 1613.78
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